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DESIGNERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF 19” RACK SYSTEMS

mfb raCk aCCessories ‑internal sWing frame assemblies

internal sWing frame assembly
This swing frame assembly has been adapted from the 
Wall Mounting Cabinet to allow it to be used in Type 
'A', S2005, S280 industrial and rFi 19" cabinets.

The design of the swing frame requires the useable 
rack area to be reduced by 3-rack units.

The 4 and 10 rU frames can be used on their own or, 
if space permits, they can be used in conjunction with 
other height frames to allow for independant access.

When using 18rU, 27rU, 39rU or 45rU cabinets, the 
maximum height swing frame assembly for the cabinet 
is 15rU, 24rU, 36rU and 42rU respectively. 

When mounting the swing frame into a Type 'A' or S2005 
cabinet from the top down or the base up 2 horizontal 
stiffeners to suit the cabinet depth will be required.

For mid-mount 4 horizontal stiffeners to suit 
the cabinet depth will be required.

The swing frame assembly is most useful for rear 
mounting patch panels behind front mounted equipment 
whilst still allowing access to the equipment rear. 

The angle brackets pictured are used when the swing 
frame assembly is to be mounted into an S280 industrial 
or rFi  cabinet. They can also be mounted directly on to a 
wall typically in a riser cupboard. Areas of confined space 
that require rear access is another popular application.

mounteD off 
mounting angles

mounteD off 
stiffeners

ru CoDe

4 03017-01

10 03017-02

15 (18) 03017-03

24 (27) 03017-04

36 (39) 03017-05

42 (45) 03017-06

ru CoDe 

 4 03017-50

 10 03017-51

 15 (18) 03017-52

 24 (27) 03017-53

 36 (39) 03017-54

 42 (45) 03017-55

mounteD off  
mounting angles mounteD off stiffeners

WiDtH CoDe 

 600 06022-01

 700 06022-03

 800 06022-02

stabiliser feet

Cabinet front stabilisers 
designed to suit S2005 range of cabinets. 
These add to the stability of the cabinet when heavy slide 
mounted equipment is fully extended out; file servers 
are typical of this equipment. The stabilisers may be 
pivoted back flush with the cabinet front when they 
are not required. This is an important safety feature as 
fixed stabilisers-present a significant pedestrian-traffic 
hazard.A panel printed with a warning regarding the use 
of-Front Stabilisers is available and recommended.

  
type a mtg angle 

siZe CoDe 

12rU 02015-01 

18rU 02015-02 

27rU 02015-03 

33rU 02015-04 

39rU 02015-05 

45rU 02015-06

  

ru printeD mtg angles

type C mtg angle

siZe CoDe 

12rU 02015-10 

18rU 02015-11 

27rU 02015-12 

33rU 02015-13 

39rU 02015-14 

45rU 02015-15 


